Official EHS Office Roles
July 15, 2010

Regulatory Roles
Biosafety Officer                                      Claudia Mickelson
Chemical Hygiene Officer/EHS Coordinator             Bob Edwards
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator                  Nadia Morrison (Bob Kirby)*
Radiation Safety Officer                             Mitch Galanek
Reactor Radiation Protection Officer                  Bill McCarthy
Responsible Official - Select Agents                  Claudia Mickelson (C. Stahl, B. Ryan (LL))*
Bates Radiation Protection Officer                    Gerry Fallon
Responsible Person - Explosive Material Permitting Process Lou DiBerardinis

EHS Office Roles
Database Administrator                               Richard Petithory (Laurie Veal)*
EHS Mailing Lists                                    Melissa Kavlakli
EHS Manual Coordinator                               Zhanna Davidovitz
EHS Training Registrar                                Melissa Kavlakli (Jessica Van)*
Key Coordinator                                       Nadia Morrison
EHS Internal Mediator                                 Joe Pinciaro
Customer Relations Liaison                           Joe Pinciaro
OSHA Recordkeeper                                      Suzanne Adams
Parking Coordinator                                   Nadia Morrison
Personnel Administrator                               Nadia Morrison
Records Administrator                                 Nadia Morrison (Melissa Kavlakli)*
Document Control Coordinator                         Melissa Kavlakli (TBD)*
Systems Administrator                                 Richard Petithory (Laurie Veal)*
Webmaster                             Hao Nguyen
Emergency Response Assignments Coordinator           Bob Kirby (Melissa Kavlakli)*
EHS-MS Organization Manager                         Mitch Galanek (John Archambault)*
Request Tracker Gatekeeper                           Melissa Kavlakli (Bob Kirby)*

*Back-up person or Alternate